Listen to the interview who saw an opportunity to advance their missionary work in Japan. . . .

elsewhere and let the welfare of tuberculosis patients to the private marginalized laborers, many from rural villages, were not a priority for affecting young women workers in the new textile factories. These TB was a plague of epic proportions in industrializing Japan, particularly tackling the tuberculosis epidemic that ravaged the country during the last
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of research. . . .

The book is presented as "the most authoritative, comprehensive, and up-to-date account of studies reach an international audience", as "it explains rich and complex historical materials with cosmopolitan, yet uniquely local. The essence of their identity thus remains a fascinating subject demanded a constant effort from the people of Macau because they are expected to be city has been uniquely exposed to local, regional, and global forces, the conjunction of which has
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"Mainlandization at a faster pace than before" – Zhidong Hao

Keep reading in Hong Kong Cinema see that the present is less than exceptional.

Fans of Hong Kong film often bring up the refrain that the city's glorious 60s, when the Mandarin films of Shaw Brothers and Cathay Studios cinema history, like the one experienced by Cantonese film in the 50s and Hollywood. Film historians no doubt find this characterization myopic.
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Other Customary Structures and Other Customary Land Practices of Rural Hong Kong

They are now available for sale on web and at

Order them with your books

Here are our new HKUP souvenir bags!

HKUP Aqua Polyester Bag

38cm (W) x 32cm (H) x 10cm (D)

33cm (W) x 39cm (H)

My job was to track down the pictures to illustrate Police Station, Central Magistracy, and Victoria Gaol.

Crime, Justice and Punishment in Colonial Hong Kong

The two sides soon came to a working understanding, much of it based on Macau affairs argues that the pace of 'mainlandization' organised the uprising quickly understood further resistance was futile. of working, was magnanimous in victory while clan elders who had operaion from inhabitants if the new arrangement was to have any hope

Following year, at a camp on a hill outside Taipo, took place amid fierce understandable since the area's 100,000 inhabitants had not been Great Britain's acquisition of the New Territories, courtesy of the 1898